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Dean
GREGORY WASHINGTON

CATHY TA
Department Administrator

SALLY AVILA
Payroll Analyst

MARGARET MULCARE
Academic Coordinator

OPEN
Receptionist/PI Asst. (Chang Liu)

JENQ-PYNG SHYU
Sr. Electronic Tech.

YI-SAN CHANG-YEN
Department Administrator

AMY RICKS
Department Administrator

AMY NGUYEN
Payroll & Personnel Coordinator

Desiree Rios Academic Program / Graduate Admission Coordinator

EIZABETH RANDALL
Business Office Analyst

STEPHAN WEINSTOCK
Laboratory Manager

YIZHANG ZHOU
Sr. Scientist
(Enrique Lavennia)

DARRYL MAO
Sr. Development Eng.
(Yizhang Zhou)

LORIE AGUIRRE
Department Administrator

NANCY CARTER
Payroll Analyst

SERGIO CARNALLA
Laboratory Manager

APRIL HEATH
Graduate Coordinator

KYUJE SPRINGSTEEN
Business Office Analyst

ELVIA SALAS
Academic Personnel Analyst
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KYUJE SPRINGSTEEN
Business Office Analyst

ELVIA SALAS
Academic Personnel Analyst

JULIE STROPE
Department Administrator

LOUBOV KONIKOVA
Payroll & Academic Personnel Analyst

PAULINE EATHERLY
Educational Programs Coord.

BAD NGUYEN
Sr. Electronics Tech

OPEN
Administrative Coordinator

AMI PHAM
Graduate Program Coordinator

BERIL SEYMEK
Graduate Program Coordinator

JERRY HU
Program Manager (Kerry Athanasiou)

JULIE HUNING
Academic Personnel Analyst

OPEN
Receptionist

RACHEL CINCO
Administrator (50%)
(Enrico Gratton)

MILKA TITIN
Staff Research Assoc.
(Enrico Gratton)

ANN FAIN
Administrative Mgr
(Chris Hughes)

DIAN E HOHBAUM
Administrative Asst.
(Soroosh Sorooshian)

DAN BRAITHWAITE
Programmer
(Soroosh Sorooshian)

DIANE HOBHALM
Administrative Asst.
(Soroosh Sorooshian)

JU LIE SCHOENUNG
Chair
MSE
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